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It is shown that MacMahon's master theorem gives the diagonal elements of a
 .class of irreducible representations of the general linear group, Gl n, C , and hence
the trace of these representations, or the group characters. These representations
are unitary under restriction to the unitary subgroup and constitute the so-called
totally symmetric representations. A generalization of MacMahon's master theo-
rem that generates the elements of the representation matrix themselves is given.
These relations for groups are, in fact, more general in that they apply to arbitrary
matrices of indeterminates. These results are proved by using the properties of a
class of Young]Weyl tableau polynomials defined over n2 indeterminates. For
n s 2, two sets of basic polynomials are defined in terms of Young]Weyl tableaux.
 .The first set corresponds to the unitary irreducible representations of U 2 , as
defined in the physics literature and whose properties comprise a substantive part
of what is known as the quantum theory of angular momentum; the second set is
Rota's double standard tableau polynomials. These two sets of polynomials span
the same space, and a comprehensive set of relations between them is given. A
further generalization of MacMahon's master theorem pertaining to the general
 .polynomial representations of GL n, C , as enumerated by partitions, is conjec-
tured and is shown to contain the classical Schur function generating function as a
special case. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xMacMahon's master theorem 1 is one of the fundamental results in
 .combinatorial analysis. The irreducible representations irreps of the
 .general unitary group U n have widespread applications across many
w xareas of physics and chemistry 2, 3 . A relationship between these two
areas of mathematics is demonstrated in this work. Specifically, it is shown
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copyright covering this paper, for governmental purposes, is acknowledged. Research con-
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that MacMahon's master theorem and a generalization of it provide a
generating function for the diagonal elements, the trace, and the represen-
tation functions themselves of the so-called totally symmetric unitary
 .representations of U n . In Young]Weyl tableau terminology, these are
the elements of a unitary matrix associated with a double tableau having
only one row of length N. In quantum physics, one interpretation of these
functions is that they are the eigenfunctions of states of an n-dimensional
w xisotropic harmonic oscillator having N quanta of energy 4 .
Physicists and chemists are interested in unitary irreducible representa-
tions of groups because the labels of such representations provide the
quantum numbers associated with complete sets of Hermitian commuting
observables, which are the simultaneously measurable quantities of quan-
tum theory. Thus, such labels have direct physical significance.
Mathematicians, particularly combinatorialists, are interested in the
underlying simplicity and structure of formulas that generate complicated
mathematical functions and care less about orthonormality or lack thereof
of such functions, which does not always appear naturally. Indeed, the
word indeterminate is used to describe the neutrality of the symbols to
physical interpretation, as appropriate for mathematics.
Interrelations between the mathematical objects emerging from the two
viewpoints are often difficult to recognize because the terminology used by
each group of investigators to describe their results is generated from the
different contexts. It is worthwhile to expend some effort in removing
these artificial barriers.
Let us next summarize the contents of this work, noting what is new and
the interrelations with old results.
In Section 2, we define the notation and give the basic polynomials
k  . w xD Z of interest in the form given in the physics literature 3, 5 :a , b
k k’D Z s a !b ! P Z , 1.1 .  .  .a , b a , b
P k Z s Z ArA!. 1.2 .  .a , b
w xa : A : b
These polynomials, when the variables are appropriately restricted, give
 .the totally symmetric irreps of the general linear group GL n, C and of
 .the unitary group U n . They are defined here, however, as homogeneous
2  .polynomials in n variables, Z s z , which may be taken as indetermi-i j
nates. Their principal properties are summarized in this section, including
the required generating functions that allow contact to be made with
MacMahons's master theorem. Their symmetry and ``group'' multiplication
properties are particularly important for subsequent generalizations.
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In Section 3, we state MacMahon's master theorem and interpret it in
terms of the polynomials
Dk and tr Dk Z s Dk Z . 1.3 .  .  .a , a a , a
a
The main results are
`
k a1rdet I y D y Z s D Z y , 1.4 .  .  . .   a , a
aks0
`
k k1rdet I y tZ s t tr D Z . 1.5 .  .  .
ks0
These relations are not new, since they express the content of the MacMa-
hon master theorem, and may be found, for example, in Brualdi and Ryser
w x6, p. 313 . However, it seems to be the case that no one has pointed out
 .their relation to the diagonal elements and the trace group characters of
the irreps of the totally symmetric representations of the general linear
 .  .group GL n, C and, in particular, these results for the unitary group U n ,
this latter group being of great importance for physics and chemistry.
w xIn Section 4, we state a result proved by Carlitz 7 , which allows a quite
k .unusual form to be given for tr D Z :
kysk 1 a jktr D Z s y z a z a ra !, .  .  . .   j j j /k y s ! . jss1 S a ss ji i
1.6 .
z a s z a , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. 1.7 .  .j i j i
i
What is unusual about this formula is the expression of the trace in terms
 .of a set of basic variables z a that depend linearly on the z through thej i j
integer exponents a of their powers.i
Section 5 gives applications of MacMahon's master theorem and of
Carlitz' theorem.
In Section 6, we generalize MacMahon's master theorem by making use
k  .of the multiplication property of the basic polynomials D Z to obtaina , b
`
k k k1rdet I y tXY s t D X D Y . 1.8 .  .  .  .  b , a a , b
ks0 a , b
In this relation, X and Y are arbitrary matrices of indeterminates. This
leads to the following identity, in which l is an arbitrary parameter:
det lI y XY s det lI y YX . 1.9 .  .  .
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An alternative proof of this relation is also sketched. This proof uses the
w xWaring formulas, which now have a combinatorial proof 8 . We have been
 .unable to find a direct reference for relation 1.9 .
In Section 7, the Clebsch]Gordan problem is formulated for the polyno-
k  .mials D Z . One cannot overemphasize the importance of this problema , b
for the physics and chemistry of complex physical systems. The study of the
properties of the Kronecker product is the mathematical formulation of
the physical concept of building complex physical systems from simpler
constituents. The general concept requires the N-fold Kronecker product,
but a first essential step is for N s 2. We give here the physicist's
w xformulation of this problem 2, 3, 5 .
In Section 8, we give a detailed summary of the properties of the
 .polynomials defined for partition l s l l by1, 2
ll l yl2 1 2P Z s det Z D Z . 1.10 .  .  .  .a , b l ya , l ya . , l yb , l yb .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
The study of these functions constitutes a nontrivial part of the quantum
w xtheory of angular momentum in the physicists' language 3 , and Rota's
theory of double standard tableau functions in the combinatorialist's
w xlanguage 9 . These latter polynomials have the explicit definition for
 .partition l s l l given by1, 2
=z b1 z a1yb 1 z a2 , a G b11 12 22 1 1ll 2R Z s det Z 1.11 .  .  .a , b a b ya b 1 1 1 2=z z z , a - b .11 21 22 1 1
We give completely the relations between the two sets of functions and
discuss their double tableau definitions. The coefficients in the expansion
 .of the product of two functions of the type 1.10 in terms of functions of
this type involves in a fundamental way a product of Clebsch]Gordan
coefficients, these coefficients being much studied by physicists and
chemists. We have given the formulas here in a way that focuses on the
combinatorial aspects by presenting the non-normalized Clebsch]Gordan
coefficients as the expansion coefficients in the power of a 3 = 3 determi-
w xnant. In physics, this is known as the Regge 10 generating function for
the Clebsch]Gordan coefficients. These coefficients must then appear also
when one studies the expansion coefficients for the product of two func-
 .tions of the type 1.11 in terms of polynomials of this type.
Finally, in the concluding Section 9, we remark on several points and on
problems for future work; in particular, we conjecture a still more sweep-
ing generalization of MacMahon's master theorem and assert several
consequences.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES OF THE BASIC
POLYNOMIALS
We employ the following notations. Real, complex, and indeterminate
n = n matrices X, Y, Z, . . . are denoted by
X s x , i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , etc; .i j
n-tuples of indeterminates x, y, z, . . . by
x s x , x , . . . , x , etc.; .1 2 n
n = n arrays of nonnegative integers A, B, C, . . . by
A s a , i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , etc.; .i j
and n-tuples of nonnegative integers a , b , g , . . . by
a s a , a , . . . , a , etc. .1 2 n
Summations and products
, and ,   
i ji j
are always from 1 to n, unless otherwise noted. The following notations
are also used:
a !s a ! and A!s a !, i i j
i i j
x a s x a i and X A s x ai j . i i j
i i j
This notation is quite standard and always has this definition, but on
occasion, for clarity with additional indexed quantities, we do not use it. It
is convenient also to introduce the following symbol to denote an n = n
array A of nonnegative integers in which the row and column sums are
fixed by the n-tuples a , b : We have
w xa : A : b ,
 .which denotes an array A s a , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n, in which the entries ini j
the rows and columns satisfy the sum rules
a s a , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , i j i
j
a s b , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. 2.1 . i j j
i
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For each nonnegative integer k and each n-tuple a and b such that
k s a s b , 2.2 . i i
i i
we define polynomials in the elements of Z by
P k Z s Z ArA!, 2.3 .  .a , b
w xa : A : b
w xwhere the summation over a : A : b is to be carried out over all arrays
 .A s a of nonnegative integers having given row sums and column sumsi j
 .given by a and b , as specified in 2.1 .
 .The polynomials defined by 2.3 may be called one-rowed double
tableau polynomials because they are associated with a standard tableau of
length k having content a and b , respectively. They might also be called
one-rowed Gel'fand polynomials, since they may also be enumerated by
w xthe Gel'fand pattern notation 3 . The occurrence of these polynomials in
several classical relations in combinatorics seems to have been overlooked.
These polynomials have the following easily verified or well-known proper-
 w x w x.ties properties see 3, pp. 219]268 and 5 :
v  .Homogeneity. The polynomials 2.3 are homogeneous of degree a i
 .  .and b , respectively, in the variables z , z , . . . , z and z , z , . . . , z ,j i1 i2 in j1 j2 jn
and, hence, of degree k in all the n2 variables.
v Special ¨alues. For the matrices defined, respectively, by
0
x x . . . xZ s X s , all zeros except in row i , .1 2 ni  00
y1
0 y 02Z s Y s , all zeros except in column j , ..j .. 0yn
z 01
z2
Z s diag , all zeros except on the diagonal , .. . . 0
0 zn
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 .the polynomials 2.3 have the values as follows:
P k X s d d x b b !, . a , b i k , a 0, a /i j
j, j/i
P k Y s d d y a a !, . a , b j k , b 0, b /j i
i , i/j
P k diag Z s d z ara !, .a , b a , b
P k I s d ra !. .a , b a , b
To avoid clumsy summation notations, it is also useful to define
P k Z s 0, unless a s b s k . .  a , b i i
i i
v Generating functions. Two generating functions for the polynomials
k  .P Z are given bya , b
k
a k bz x y k! s x P Z y , 2.5 .  . i j i j a , b /
ij a , b
a i
k bz y a ! s P Z y , a s k . 2.6 .  .   i j j i a , b i /
i j b i
Either of these relations implies the other.
v Multiplication and symmetry. The multiplication and trace properties
 .of the polynomials defined by 2.3 are best expressed in terms of the
slightly modified polynomials defined by
k k’D Z s a !b ! P Z . 2.7 .  .  .a , b a , b
Let a and b enumerate the rows and columns, respectively, as their
components run over all values that sum to k, thus defining the matrix
k . k .D Z , as well as P Z . The dimension of this matrix is given by the
binomial coefficient
k q n y 1w xdim k s . 2.8 . /n y 1
These matrices have the properties
Dk X Dk Y s Dk XY , 2.9 .  .  .  .
X and Y arbitrary n = n matrices of indeterminates,
Tk T kD Z s D Z , 2.10 .  .  .
k w xD I s I unit matrix of dimension dim k . .  .dimw k x
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The multiplication property can be proved directly from the generating
 .function 2.5 by setting Z s XY and performing the appropriate multino-
mial expansions. Thus, the matrices in the set
k <D Z Z an arbitrary n = n matrix of indeterminates 2.11 4 .  .
preserve the multiplication property of matrices. The symbol T Denotes
matrix transposition. It follows from the identity relation that the set of
 .  .matrices 2.11 for Z g GL n, C , the group of n = n complex nonsingular
 .matrices, constitutes a representation of GL n, C . This representation is,
in fact, irreducible, since it may be proved to be irreducible under
 .restriction to the unitary subgroup U n .
 .We use both of the notations in 2.7 . In generating type relations the
P k notation is convenient because such relations are free of radicals, while
for group-related properties the Dk notation is more appropriate.
v  .  .Restriction to U n . By restricting GL n, C to the unitary subgroup
 .  .U n of unitary matrices, that is, by choosing Z s U g U n , the set of
matrices
k <D U U g U n , each k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 4 .  .
 . w xis a unitary irreducible representation of U n 5 .
v Orthogonality. Define the inner product of two polynomials P and
 .P9 in any number of complex variables z s z , z , . . . by1 2
P , P9 s P ­r­ z P9 z , 2.12 .  .  .  .zs0
where P denotes the complex conjugate polynomial to P and ­r­ z s
 .  .­r­ z , ­r­ z , . . . . Then, the polynomials 2.7 satisfy the orthogonality1 2
relations
Dk , Dl s d d d k!. 2.13 . .a , b g , r k , l a , g b , r
3. MACMAHON'S MASTER THEOREM
Define the polynomial in the components of y and the elements of Z by
the determinant
D y ; Z s det I y D y Z , 3.1 .  .  .
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 .where D y is the diagonal matrix
D y s diag y , y , . . . , y . .  .1 2 n
w xMacMahon's master theorem 1, pp. 93]123 states that the coefficient of
y a in the expansion of
a a a1 2 n
z y z y ??? z y 3.2 .  1 j j 2 j j n j j /  /  /
j j j
a  .is equal to the coefficient of y in the expansion of 1rD y; Z . We see
 .  . k  .from 2.6 and 2.7 that this coefficient is D Z , that is,a , a
`
l a1rD y ; Z s D Z y ; 3.3 .  .  .  a , a
als0
w xsee Brualdi and Ryser 6, p. 313 .
4. CARLITZ THEOREM
w xCarlitz 7 has proved a relation giving an alternative form to that of
 .relation 3.3 . In the notations appropriate to this discussion, Carlitz'
theorem asserts the relation
`
a i1rD y ; Z s y z a a ! exp yy ? z a , 4.1 .  .  .  . . .   i i i
iaks0
 .where z a is the linear transformation by the matrix Z of the nonnega-j
 .tive integers a s a , a , . . . , a given by1 2 n
z a s z a , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , 4.2 .  .j i j i
i
 .and y ? z a denotes the Cartesian dot product given by
y ? z a s y z a s a z y . .  . j j i i j j
j i , j
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5. APPLICATIONS OF MACMAHON'S MASTER
THEOREM AND OF CARLITZ' THEOREM
 .  .We obtain by setting all the y s t, j s 1, 2, . . . , n, in 3.3 and 4.1 ,j
 .respectively, the generating function for the trace of the matrix 2.7 ,
k .denoted tr D Z , and its explicit value
`
k k1rdet I y tZ s t tr D Z , 5.1 .  .  .
ks0
kysk 1 a jktr D Z s y z a z a a !, .  .  . .   j j j /k y s ! . jss1  a ss ji i
5.2 .
 .  .where we also have directly from relations 2.3 and 2.7 that
tr Dk Z s Z ArA!. 5.3 .  . 
a w xa : A : a
 .In obtaining the second relation 5.2 , we have expanded the exponential
 .  .in 4.1 . We point out that the comprehensibility of formula 5.2 is due to
the extraordinary occurrence of the variables z through the integer lineari j
 .combinations of the exponents in the definition 4.2 , a relation that one
would never expect without Carlitz' theorem.
It is also of interest to note that because a determinant is invariant to
 .transposition of its matrix and because of the transposition property 2.10 ,
we have the identity
det I y D y Z s det I y ZD y , 5.4 .  .  .
 .even though D y and Z do not commute, in general. This relation is
generalized below.
w x w xFrom the work of Cartier and Foata 11 , Zeilberger 12 , and Vere-Jones
w x w x13 , as described in the book by Brualdi and Ryser 6, p. 313 , we have yet
a third relation:
Dk Z s per Z ra !, .  .a , a a
tr Dk Z s per Z ra !. 5.5 .  .  . a
a
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6. GENERALIZATION OF MACMAHON'S MASTER
THEOREM
We prove a generalization of MacMahon's master theorem in this
section.
k  .THEOREM 1. The coefficient of D Y in the expansion ofa , b
b b b1 2 n
XY XY ??? XY , b s k , .  .  .1 j 2 j n j    i /  /  /
j j j i
k k  .is equal to the coefficient of t D Y in the expansion ofa , b
1rdet I y tXY . .
 .Proof. From MacMahon's master theorem in the form 3.3 and the
 . k .multiplication property 2.9 of the matrices D Z , we have
`
k k1rdet I y tXY s t tr D XY .  .
ks0
`
k k ks t D X D Y . 6.1 .  .  .  b , a a , b
ks0 a , b
 .On the other hand, setting y s y s ??? s y s 1 and Z s XY in 3.2 ,1 2 n
we obtain
b b b1 2 n
XY XY ??? XY .  .  .1 j 2 j n j   /  /  /
j j j
1r2
b !i ks D Z .  b , gg !i ig
1r2
b !i k ks D X D Y , b s k . .  .  b , a a , g ig !i ig , a i
The proof of Theorem 1 uses MacMahon's master theorem itself and
 . k .the multiplication property 2.9 of the D Z matrices; hence, this result
is a generalization of MacMahon's master theorem, which is recovered as
a special case by choosing
X s diag x , x , . . . , x . .1 2 n
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The following identity between determinants is a consequence of the
invariance of a determinant of a matrix to transposition of the matrix and
 . k .of the symmetry property 2.10 of the matrices D Z :
det I y XY s det I y YX . 6.2 .  .  .
 .The characteristic polynomial det lI y XY then also has the property
 .  .6.2 ; hence, XY and YX have the same roots. Relation 6.2 may also be
 w xproved by direct expansion of the determinant see Gantmacher 14, p. 87 .
 .Thus, if one defines the polynomials T Z in the elements of Z byk
a aa 2 k1 2 kT Z s A a tr Z tr Z ??? tr Z , .  .  .  .  .k k
a q2 a q ??? qk a sk1 2 k
k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6.3 .
then
n
kdet lI y Z s yl T Z . 6.4 .  .  .  . k
ks0
 .The property 6.2 is then a consequence of
j jtr XY s tr YX , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 6.5 .  .  .
 .  .The coefficients A a in relation 6.3 are the same as the coefficientsk
expressing the elementary symmetric functions e , e , . . . , in terms of the1 2
power sum symmetric functions s , s , . . . , and are given explicitly by the1 2
Waring formula
a eveny1 .
A a s . 6.6 .  .k a a a1 2 k1 a !2 a ! ??? k a !1 2 k
In particular, we note that
a aa 2 n1 2 kdet Z s T Z s A a tr Z tr Z ??? tr Z . .  .  .  .  .n n
a q2 a q ??? qna sn1 2 n
6.7 .
k  .One can, of course, also express each tr Z in terms of the T Z byk
 .another of Waring's formulas. Putting Z s XY in 6.4 and using the
 .symmetry 6.5 , one sees that the eigenvalue spectra of XY and YX are
identical for arbitrary matrices X and Y.
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7. THE CLEBSCH]GORDAN PROBLEM
 . k .Relation 2.9 gives the product of two matrices D Z of the same
dimension, but of different arguments. It is of great interest in physics and
chemistry to determine the properties of the Kronecker or direct product
of two such matrices of different dimension, but of the same argument.
This is the Clebsch]Gordan problem. Its explicit formulation for the
problem at hand is given by
Dk1 Z = Dk 2 Z s C [ g Dl Z CT , 7.1 .  .  .  . k , k , l /1 2
l
 .where l s l , l , . . . denote a partition of k q k into not more than n1 2 1 2
parts, and g denotes the Littlewood]Richardson number defined byk , k , l1 2
1, if l is a partition of k q k into not more than n parts,1 2g sk , k , l 1 2 0, otherwise.
The matrix C is a real orthogonal matrix of dimension
k q n y 1 k q n y 11 2w x w xdim k dim k s , 7.2 .1 2  /  /n y 1 n y 1
whose elements are called Clebsch]Gordan coefficients and sometimes
 .Wigner]Clebsch]Gordan WCG coefficients by physicists. Algebraic ex-
pressions are known for these coefficients for general n, but for the most
part they are quite incomprehensible, and one seeks alternative methods
for their presentation that may help in understanding their structure.
The trace function is independent of C, and one obtains from relation
 .7.1 the formula
tr Dk1 Z tr Dk 2 Z s g tr Dl Z , 7.3 .  .  .  . k , k , l1 2
l
 .for the product, and, hence, for the functions as given by relations 5.2 ,
 .  .5.3 , and 5.5 .
 . T TBecause of the orthogonality of the matrix C in 7.1 , CC s C C s
I , there are three other versions of this relation, namelydimw k xdimw k x1 2
CT Dk1 Z = Dk 2 Z s [ g Dl Z CT , 7.4 .  .  .  . .  k , k , l /1 2
l
Dk1 Z = Dk 2 Z C s C [ g Dl Z , 7.5 .  .  .  . .  k , k , l1 2
l
CT Dk1 Z = Dk 2 Z C s [ g Dl Z . 7.6 .  .  .  . .  k , k , l1 2
l
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Once the WCG-coefficients have been determined, one can, in fact, use
l .the last relation to obtain the D Z . This is the relation of most interest
in physics and chemistry because it gives states of a composite system in
terms of states of the constituents.
 .  .  .Relations 7.1 and 7.3 ] 7.6 are valid for arbitrary matrices Z of
commuting indeterminates. Not much use has been made of this property.
w xSee, however, 3, p. 250 .
8. THE n s 2 CASE
The case n s 2 of the above theory constitutes important elements of
the quantum theory of angular momentum. Indeed, in this case, one can
obtain completely the functions in the right-hand side of relations
 .  .  .7.4 ] 7.6 , which contain partitions having two parts l s l , l , l G1 2 1
wl G 0. All of the results presented here are given in 3, Chapter 5,2
xespecially the Appendices . These results are, however, presented in the
physicists's language of the boson calculus and the notation of the normal-
ized WCG-coefficients constituting the elements of the orthogonal matrix
 . .C of dimension 2 j q 1 2 j q 1 :1 2
C s C j1 j2 j ; 8.1 .m , m .  j , m. m m m1 2 1 2
 .  .where the pairs m , m and j, m enumerate rows and columns, respec-1 2
tively.
This obscures the ``combinatorial aspects'' of the subject, making it
somewhat inaccessible to experts in combinatorics. Most, if not all, rela-
tions in the quantum theory of angular momentum can be formulated as
between polynomials in which no radicals appear, but it is not customary
to do so. In view of the relations to combinatorics established in Sections
3]6 above, it seems worthwhile for n s 2 to present the Clebsch]Gordan
problem outlined in Section 7 in a form that enhances possible combinato-
rial connections. We give no proofs here, since we are only transcribing
already proved relations. The hope, of course, is that these transcribed
relations will inspire combinatorial based proofs.
 .Throughout this section l denotes a partition into two parts l s l , l ,1 2
 .  .l G l G 0, counting zero as a part, and a s a , a , b s b , b the1 2 1 2 1 2
contents of the standard double tableau corresponding to shape l. The
Gel'fand notation for this object is
b1
, a s l q l y a , b s l q l y b .l l 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 11 2 0a1
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The basic polynomial is
ll l yl2 1 2P Z s det Z P Z , 8.2 .  .  .  .a , b l ya , l ya . , l yb , l yb .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
 .where the polynomial in the right-hand side is defined by 2.3 , and we
note that
l y a s a y l , l y a s a y l ,1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
l y b s b y l , l y b s b y l . 8.3 .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .Using 2.3 and expanding the 2 = 2 determinant Z, we get
P l Z s C l A Z A , 8.4 .  .  .a , b a , b
w xa : A : b
where the coefficients in this relation may be cast into the form
tr AlC A s y1 l !rl ! D B , 8.5 .  .  .  .  .a , b 2 1 l1
l1F
D B s y1 , 8.6 .  .  .l1  /k , k , k , k , k , k123 132 231 213 312 321
in which B is the 3 = 3 matrix with nonnegative integer entries defined by
l y a b b b1 1 11 12 13A
l y a b b bB s s , 8.7 .1 2 21 22 23 0 0 b b bl y b l y b l 31 32 331 1 1 2 2
b ba a 12 1211 12A s s . 8.8 .a a /  /b b21 22 21 22
Observe that each row and column sum in B is fixed to be l . In the1
 .definition of D B ,the array B is specified and for each such B thel1
summation is carried out over all nonnegative integers k such that thei i i1 2 3
following two arrays are equal:
k q k k q k k q k b b b123 132 231 213 312 321 11 12 13
k q k k q k k q k b b bs . 8.9 .312 213 123 321 231 132 21 22 23 0  0k q k k q k k q k b b b231 321 312 132 123 213 31 32 33
The factor F is defined by
F s k q k q k .132 213 321
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 .While it takes some attention to detail to obtain the form 8.6 of the
 .coefficients in relation 8.5 , the result is a direct consequence of carrying
 .out the expansion in 8.2 .
 .The reason for bringing the coefficients to the form 8.6 is to make
another identification of their origin, which is in the expansion of the
power of a 3 = 3 determinant
k Bdet X s D B X , 8.10 .  .  . k
w xkkk : B : kkk
kF
D B s y1 , 8.11 .  .  .k k , k , k , k , k , k /123 132 231 213 312 321
where X and B are 3 = 3 and the summation is to be carried out over all
 .arrays of the form of the left-hand side of 8.9 for given array B. The
occurrence of the subscripts 1, 2, 3 on the k in the array in thei i i1 2 3
 .  .left-hand side of 8.9 is related to the symmetric group S . Relations 8.103
 .and 8.11 generalize in an evident way to an n = n determinant, where it
 i. Ãis the subgroups S of S of permutations of the symbols 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , nny1 n
 .i omitted , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, that enter.
The relations given above are all derived quite directly without explicit
knowledge of the WCG-coefficients. One can prove abstractly that the
 .expansion coefficients in 8.4 , when normalized, are the WCG-coeffi-
cients. This formula then becomes one method of giving their derivation.
 .  . w x  .This is the content of Eqs. 5.81 and B.10 in 3 . Relations 8.10 and
 . w x8.11 are expressions of the Regge 10 generating function for the
WCG-coefficients. We give their explicit formula in terms of the angular
 .  w x.momentum notation 8.1 see 3, pp. 83, 258 :
C j1 j2 jm m m1 2
j yj qm1 2s d y1 .m qm , m1 2
1r22 jq1 j yj qj ! yj qj qj ! j qj yj ! .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
=
j qj qjq1 ! .1 2
1r2
= j qm ! j ym ! j qm ! j ym ! jqm ! jym ! .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
j qm j qm jym1 1 2 21
j ym j ym jqm= D . 8.12 .1 1 2 2j qj qj1 2j qj qj ! .1 2  0yj qj qj j yj qj j qj yj1 2 1 2 1 2
 .Relation 8.4 , giving the general form of the orthogonal Gel'fand
 .double tableau polynomials of shape l, is to be compared to relation 2.3 ,
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 .  .which is the special case l s k, 0 of 8.4 . This generalization is nontriv-
ial, since the non-normalized WCG-coefficients are involved inside the
 .  .summation. These latter coefficients as defined by relations 8.5 and 8.6
do have a comprehensible combinatorial origin as shown by the determi-
 .  .nantal expansion given by 8.10 and 8.11 .
We can give the general Clebsch]Gordan series relation of the type
 .  .  .7.1 for the polynomials 8.4 n s 2 , since this relation has already been
 . wgiven in terms of the normalized WCG-coefficients by Eq. B.5 in 1, p.
x248 . It is only necessary to make the following identification between the
 . w xbasic polynomial 8.2 and the notation of 3 :
b1
lP Z s B Z .  .l la , b 1 2 0a1
1r2
l y a ! a y l ! l y b ! b y l ! , 8.13 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
in which
a q a s b q b s l q l .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .We use relation 8.12 to eliminate the WCG-coefficients in Eq. B.5 in
 .favor of the D-coefficients in the right-hand side of 8.12 . The resulting
relation is
P m Z P n Z .  .a , b g , r
w x ls g dim l T m , n , l L A L B P Z , 8.14 .  .  .  .  . m , n , l k k aqg , bqr
l
where the various factors in the right-hand side are defined as follows:
 .1 g denotes the Littlewood]Richardson number given explicitlym, n , l
for the case at hand by
1, if l is a partition of m q m q n q n¡ 1 2 1 2~g s into not more than 2 partsm , n , l ¢
0, otherwise.
 . w x l  .2 dim l is the dimension of the matrix P given by 2.8 for
 .k s l y l n s 2 ,1 2
w xdim l s l y l q 1.1 2
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 .3 The arrays A and B are given in terms of the partitions and
contents
m s m , m , as a , a , bs b , b , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
a q a s b q b s m q m ;1 2 1 2 1 2
n s n , n , gs g , g , rs r , r , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
g q g s r q r s n q n ; 8.15 .1 2 1 2 1 2
l s l , l , l q l s m q m q n q n . .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
by
m ym qa ya r2 n yn qg yg r2 ya qa yg qg ql yl r2 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
m ym ya qa r2 n yn yg qg r2 a ya qg yg ql yl r2 .  .  .A s ,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 /ym qm qn yn ql y l r2 m ym yn qn ql yl r2 m ym qn yn yl ql r2 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8.16 .
m ym qb yb r2 n yn qr yr r2 yb qb yr qr ql y l r2 . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
m ym yb qb r2 n yn yr qr r2 b yb qr yr ql yl r2 . .  .B s .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 /ym qm qn yn ql yl r2 m ym yn qn ql yl r2 m ym qn yn yl ql r2 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8.17 .
The row and column sums in the arrays A and B are all equal to the
integer
k s m y m q n y n q l y l r2. .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .The quantities L A and L B are given in terms of the coefficientsk k
 .  .D A and D B byk k
a qa11 22L A s y1 a !a !rk! D A , .  .  .  .k 13 23 k
b qb11 22L B s y1 b !b !rk! D B . 8.18 .  .  .  .  .k 13 23 k
 .Because of relations 8.15 , there are several equivalent ways of writing the
entries in arrays A and B; we have chosen symmetric forms.
 .  .4 The quantity T m, n , l is defined in terms of the third row of
 .  .common entries in A s a and B s b :i j i j
T m , n , l s a !a !a !r k q 1 !. 8.19 .  .  .31 32 33
In terms of angular momentum notation, this quantity is the square of the
 . w xfamous angular momentum triangle coefficient D j , j , j 3, p. 110 .1 2
 .There are, of course, three other versions of relation 8.14 correspond-
 .  .ing to relations 7.4 ] 7.6 and obtained by the orthogonality of the
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WCG-coefficients. This orthogonality is expressed in terms of the coeffi-
 .cients 8.11 by the following two relations corresponding to orthogonality
of rows and columns, respectively, of the normalized WCG-coefficients:
k y a1A
k y a2a !a !a !a !D 11 12 21 22 k
A  0k y b k y b a q a y k1 2 1 2
k9 y a1A
k9 y a2= D k  0k9 y b k9 y b a q a y k91 2 1 2
2
d k q 1 ! k! .  .k , k 9s ,
2k y a y a q 1 k y a ! k y a ! k y b ! k y b ! .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
= a q a y k ! .1 2
8.20 .
2k y a y a q 1 k y a ! .  . 1 2 1
k FkFa qa0 1 2
= k y a ! k y b ! k y b ! a q a y k ! .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 2
k y a1A1 k y a2= D k2k q 1 ! k! .  .  0k y b k y b a q a y k1 2 1 2
k y a1B
k y a2= D k  0k y b k y b a q a y k1 2 1 2
s d A , B ra !a !a !a ! . 8.21 .  .11 12 21 22
In these relations, the 2 = 2 arrays A and B are arbitrary members of the
 .set S a , b of arrays with row and column sums a and b. In the first
 .relation 8.20 , the summation is over all members of this set, and k and
k9 are any integers satisfying
k F k F a q a , k F k9 F a q a ,0 1 2 0 1 2
k s max a , a , b , b . .0 1 2 1 2
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 .In the second relation A and B are arbitrary elements of S a , b . One
 .  .could devise more compact notations for 8.20 and 8.21 , but we have
preferred to be quite explicit.
w xThe double standard tableau polynomials defined by Kung and Rota 9
 w x.see also 3, p. 242 directly in terms of the entries in each standard
tableau are given by
=z b1 z a1yb 1 z a2 , a G b11 12 22 1 1ll 2R Z s det Z 8.22 .  .  .a , b a b ya b 1 1 1 2=z z z , a - b .11 21 22 1 1
 .These functions corresponding, respectively, to the single term in 2.3 for
which the array A is
b a y b a 01 1 1 1A s , A s . 8.23 . /  /0 a b y a b2 1 1 2
More generally, it is convenient to use the bijective map between elements
 .  .in the set S a , b and in the set P a q a of partitions having two1 2
parts, counting zero as a part, given by
b y s a y b q s1 1 1 ª a q a y s, s , for a G b , .1 2 1 1s a y s /2
s s 0, 1, . . . , min a , b ; .2 1
a y s s1 ª a q a y s, s , for a F b , .1 2 1 1 /b y a q s b y s1 1 2
s s 0, 1, . . . , min a , b . 8.24 .  .1 2
 .By expanding the determinant in relation 8.22 , these polynomials can
be presented in the form
Rl Z s S A Z A , 8.25 .  .  .a , b l
w xa : A : b
¡ la21 2y1 , a G b . 1 1a /21~S A s 8.26 .  .l
la12 2y1 , a - b . . 1 1¢ a /12
For clarity of content, it is useful to present these coefficients in the form
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 .corresponding to the bijective mapping 8.24
b y s a y b q s s1 1 1 rS s y1 , .a qa yr , r .  /1 2 s a y s s /2
r , s s 0, 1, . . . , min a , b ; .2 1
a y s s s1 rS s y1 , .a qa yr , r .  /1 2 s /b y a q s b y s1 1 2
r , s s 0, 1, . . . , min a , b . .1 2
 . l  .Thus, the transformation 8.25 between the polynomials R Z and thea , b
A  .Z is effected by the lower triangular matrix T s t withr s
S rt s y1 , 8.28 .  .r s  /s
where partitions are ordered from least to greatest by r s 0, 1, 2, . . . . The
matrix T is given explicitly by
1 0 ???
1 y1 0 ???
T s . 8.29 .1 y2 1 0 ???
1 y3 3 y1 0 ??? 0
1 y4 6 y4 1 0 ???
2 y1  .Since T s I, and, hence, T s T , the inversion of 8.25 is given by the
same matrix T :
Z A s S A Rl Z , A g S a , b . 8.30 .  .  .  . l a , b
l
l ql sa qa1 2 1 2
A  .The polynomials Z , A g S a , b , are, of course, just those correspond-
ing to one-rowed tableaux of shape l y l , standard and nonstandard.1 2
Thus, the ``straightening'' coefficients for this simple case are the binomial
 .  . wcoefficients 8.28 . The matrix 8.29 can be found in Muir's book 15,
xSection 445 in connection with the invariance of persymmetric determi-
nants under the formation of differences of the entries.
l  .  .The tableau significance of the polynomial P Z defined by 8.2 isa , b
that the factor
P l1yl 2 Z s Z ArA! . l ya , l ya . , l yb , l yb .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
w .  .xl ya , l ya : A : l yb , l yb1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
8.31 .
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is a sum over all one-rowed tableaux of shape l y l , standard and1 2
nonstandard, each tableau being given ``weight'' 1rA!. From the inversion
 .of relation 8.4 , we also have
Z A s K l A P l Z , A g S a , b , 8.32 .  .  .  . a , b a , b
l
l ql sa qa1 2 1 2
b q b q 1 B! .13 23tr AlK A s y1 D B , A g S a , b , .  .  .  .a , b l1l q 1 !l !l ! .1 1 2
l y a1 1A
l y a1 2B s . 8.33 . 0l y b l y b l1 1 1 2 2
We can now give fully the relationship between the two sets of polyno-
mials
a , b are specified contents with sums N ;
lR Z , 8.34 .  .a , b 5l is a partition of N into two parts, allowing zero
a , b are specified contents with sums N ;
lP Z . 8.35 .  .a , b 5l is a partition of N into two parts, allowing zero
 .  .From 8.4 and 8.30 , we obtain
P l Z s T m , l R m Z , 8.36 .  .  .  .a , b a , b a , b
m
T m , l s S A C l A . 8.37 .  .  .  .a , b m a , b
w xa : A : b
These coefficients are then triangular
T m , l s 0, for m ) l, 8.38 .  .a , b
under the usual ordering of partitions
l , l ) m , m , if l ) m , l ) m if l s m . 8.39 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 z 1 1
 .This implies, in turn, that relation 8.36 can also be obtained by effecting
the Gram]Schmidt orthogonalization procedure on the functions in the
 .  .set 8.34 , ordered from the least to the greatest by rule 8.39 . Similarly,
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 .  .from 8.25 and 8.32 , we obtain
Rl Z s L l, m P m Z , 8.40 .  .  .  .a , b a , b a , b
m
L l, m s S A K m A . 8.41 .  .  .  .a , b l a , b
w xa : A : b
 .  .  .Using relations 8.40 , 8.14 , and 8.36 , we can obtain the Clebsch]




k .  .Relation 5.2 for tr D Z has an umbral calculus like origin
through the expansion of
kA q B . .
Thus, we first expand by the binomial theorem and then put A s y z ,i i
B s  z , and expand only B by the multinomial theoremi i
kk kys1
a iy z q z k! s y z z ra !.     i i i i i /  /k y s ! . ii i ss0 i  a ssi i
 . k .The formula 5.2 for tr D Z is obtained from the right-hand side of this
relation by making the umbral substitution
z ª z a , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. .j j
v A combinatorial proof of MacMahon's master theorem has been
w x  .given by Cartier and Foata 11 . Can it be generalized to relation 6.1 , thus
k  .giving a direct combinatorial interpretation to the functions D Z ?a , b
v The relationship of special functions to the representations of
groups is well known, for example, the relationship of Jacobi and Gegen-
 .bauer polynomials to the unitary representations of SU 2 . There is,
perhaps, much unexplored territory in the tableau functions discussed in
this work, since the elements of Z are at one's disposal.
v The problem of developing the general relations between the boson
polynomials corresponding to general partitions one takes the general
w x .n = n matrix boson A in 3 to be Z to the general Rota double standard
tableau polynomials is largely unexplored, as is the possibility of a general-
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ized MacMahon master theorem for generating them. The form of these
 .polynomials is similar to that given by relation 8.4 : One replaces a , b in
l  . l  .P Z and in C A by a pair of Gel'fand patternsa , b a , b
b1 m9
ª , 9.1 .l l l1 2  / 0 ma1
or, equivalently, by a pair of standard tableaux, and the a , b in the
summation symbol by the contents or weights w and w9 of these patterns
 .tableaux , with the summation now extending over all arrays A having
these contents as fixed row and column sums: In this way one arrives at
the problem of studying the general double tableau polynomials of the
form
m9y1r2l l AD Z s M l B Z s C A Z , 9.2 .  .  .  .  .lm , m9 m , m9 / w xm w : A : w 9
w xM l s l q n y i !r1!2! ??? n y 1 !dim l . .  .  . i
i
These polynomails are orthonormal in all labels and much studied in
 w xvarious formulations in the physics literature see 3, 5, 16, 17 , and
.references therein .
General formulas can be developed for the orthogonal coefficients see
w x.5 , but little is known, in general, about their detailed algebraic form, and
certainly nothing is known about their combinatorial meaning.
 .For the analogue of the Clebsch]Gordan product rule 8.14 , the extra
complication that enters is the fact that the Littlewood]Richardson num-
ber for general partitions assumes a range of values
g g 0, 1, . . . , K m , d , 9.3 4 .  .m , n , nqd
 .where K m, d is the Kostka number giving the multiplicity of content d in
a standard tableau of shape m. The most general structural result known
w xhere to physicists is the so-called factorization lemma 3, 16, 17 , which is
 .the analogue of the product rule 8.14 in which occurs a product of two
Clebsch]Gordan coefficients, but now summed over to take into account
the multiplicity corresponding to the Kostka number.
There are several clues as to the analogue of MacMahon's master
theorem for the problem at hand: Let X = Y denote the direct product of
two n = n matrices of indeterminates. We conjecture that
`
N l l
21rdet I y tX = Y s t tr D X tr D Y . 9.4 .  .  .  . n
Ns0 l¬N
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 l  .4Because the double tableau polynomials D Z are a basis for allm , m9
polynomials in n2 variables, an expansion into a sum over products
l  . l  .D X D Y must exist, this sum being invariant under similaritym , m9 l, l9
 .transformations. That 9.4 is the correct form is suggested by the special
case for
X s diag x , x , . . . , x , Y s diag y , y , . . . , y , .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
where it reduces to the classical Schur function relation
1 1 y x y s s x s y , .  . . i j l l
i , j l
w xsince it is known 2 that
tr Dl diag x , x , . . . , x s s x . .  . .1 2 n l
 . l .A consequence of conjecture 9.4 is, since D I s I , the relationn dimw lx
`
n N lw x1r det I y tY s t dim l tr D Y . 9.5 .  .  . 
Ns0 l¬N
This relation can be verified directly for n s 2. We hope to give a
 .complete proof of 9.4 in a second paper, where the properties of the
l  .D Z will be developed further.m , m9
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